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Definitions and acronyms
Acronyms

Definitions

S1

Maximum principal stress

S2

Intermediate principal stress

S3

Minimum principle stress

SH

Maximum horizontal stress

Sh

Minimum horizontal stress

µ

Friction coefficient

Sn

Normal stress

T

Shear stress

Po = P

Pore pressure

MD

Measured depth

TVD

True vertical depth

PCT

Permo-Carboniferous Trough

SED

Swiss Seismological Service

RP
ΔRP

Reactivation potential
Relative reactivation potential

ΞRP

Absolute reactivation potential
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1 Introduction
The S4CE considers a variety of sub-surface geo-energy operations. Among others, the
extraction of resources and energy from the subsurface is commonly linked with hazards like
collapse of mines or shafts, possible pollution of the subsurface and/or induced seismicity.
The latter has aroused attention in the previous years due to newly developed techniques for
hydraulically stimulation of rock masses for the extraction of hydrocarbons from lowpermeable shale rocks (e.g., unconventional reservoirs) or enhancing geothermal reservoirs
by massive hydraulic stimulations to create fluid pathways between geothermal wells.
However, not only hydraulic stimulations can cause induced seismicity. Injection of wastewater has also been linked to seismicity in the previous years as for example shown by
Langenbruch et al. (2018).
In order to understand the influence of fluid injections on induced seismicity, the
deliverable D5.5 “Validation of model for fluid migration against field site data” has been
planned within the S4CE consortium. The deliverable forms a key aspect within S4CE, since
the extraction of geothermal energy is part of renewable energy production, which is needed
for a smooth transition from hydrocarbon-based energy production towards a C02-free
energy production. It is therefore of importance to reduce the risks related to geothermal
operations and to enable a safe production of this renewable energy.
The S4CE consortium has access to a few sites across Europe. Among these, the St. Gallen
geothermal site has been selected because the related recorded seismicity had already been
processed by the Swiss Seismological Service (SED). The SED located the seismicity in
St. Gallen to a depth below the injection well, situated in a most-likely over-pressurized
trough of Permo-Carboniferous age. The distance from the seismicity to the injection well
makes the fluid transport mechanism from the well to the Permo-Carboniferous Trough (PCT)
challenging to understand, since an over-pressurized trough would cause fluids to migrate
upwards rather than downwards. Structural data as well as injection data have been made
available to the S4CE consortium, which, therefore, makes the St. Gallen data set an excellent
data set for numerical simulations, which might be a tool for predictions of induced seismicity
(e.g., Meier and Backers, 2017; Gaucher et al., 2015 and references therein). The findings
presented in D5.5 shall provide a better understanding on how injected fluids in fault-based
subsurface reservoirs can induce seismicity and thereby damage above-surface constructions.
For this purpose,






PU

a structural subsurface model has been reevaluated and enhanced to accommodate
an over-pressurized PCT beneath the geothermal well
the stress field has been determined
injection data has been collected and implemented into the numerical models
two scenarios have been investigated numerically that could have caused the
observed seismicity:
o poroelastic stress transfer from the well to the PCT
o fast transport of the fluid from the well to the PCT via existing fracture systems
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1.1 General context
The geothermal drill site St. Gallen is located close to the river Sitter in the urban area of the
city of St. Gallen, south of Lake Constance in Switzerland. The Upper Jurassic (Malm
Formation) is located at a depth of approx. 3800 – 4200 m true vertical depth (TVD) and
intersecting a fault system detected and localised by 3D-seismic. The Malm Formation
intersecting the fault system was projected as the favourite geothermal reservoir as it is
frequently used as such in the South German Molasse basin. One well of the intended
hydrothermal doublet in St. Gallen was realised in 2013 and named “St. Gallen GT-1”. The
project has been on hold since insufficient water productivity for geothermal use along with
a high influx of natural gas was recognized during testing and a 3.5 ML earthquake was
induced due to well intervention after a gas kick within the reservoir section.

1.1.1 Geology
„The drill site is positioned at the southern edge of the eastern Swiss Molasse Plateau, where
the Molasse is increasingly dipping NW, i.e., towards the foreland basin, due to backthrusting
of the Aquitanian Upper Freshwater Molasse. The successions in the footwall of the
backthrust are dipping in SE direction, towards the orogenic belt. The frontal thrust fault of
the Subalpine Molasse crops out about 6 km SE of the drill site. The backthrust and a
decollement at the base of the anticlinal Molasse form a prominent Triangle Zone where
compressional deformation accumulated at the front of the Alpine orogeny (see Figure 1).
The base of the clastic to shallow marine Molasse sediments is built up by gently SE dipping
Mesozoic strata hosting potential geothermal aquifers in the carbonate formations of the
Malm (Upper Jurassic) and the Muschelkalk (Middle Triassic).“ (Moeck et al. 2015).

Figure 1. Schematic geological cross section from NW to SE and well trajectory of the geothermal well St. Gallen GT-1 in
St. Gallen (taken from Moeck et al. 2015).
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1.1.2 Stratigraphy
„The potential Upper Jurassic aquifer ranges from 3992 – 4404 m MD. Yellowish-brown
micritic limestones containing residues of siliceous sponges were developed here from 3992 –
4280 m MD, a dark-grey micrite with sponge needles (basinal limestones) from 4280 4375 m MD, sandy calcisiltites down to 4404 m MD, and Dogger rocks down to 4450 m MD.
In place of the expected Quinter limestones (Helvetian facies), Swabian sponge mass facies
were found. Dolomites causing the good permeabilities in the eastern Molasse Basin could
only be observed subordinately. Indications of karstification, open porosities and fractures
were only scarce. Increased quantities of transparent calcites could be observed only at
4070 m MD and from 4150 – 4210 m MD; white calcites observed from 4315 – 4335 m MD
indicate a fault zone with closed fractures.“ (Wolfgramm et al., 2015).

1.1.3 Faults
According to Heuberger et al. (2016), and references therein, the major tectonic structures in
the area are the Hegau-Lake Constance Graben System in the North, and the Baden–Irchel–
Herdern Lineament and the Alpine Front in the South. However, Moeck et al. (op cit.) state
that “the dominating structure in the St. Gallen prospect is a NNE-SSW oriented fault zone
dipping steeply to the SE. To the North of the exploration area antithetic normal faults
complete this fault zone to a graben structure. The normal faults of this NNE-SSW trending
graben structure are restricted to the Mesozoic and Paleozoic strata and die out in the lower
Molasse Formations. The faults may root in a PCT – existence proven by corresponding gas
analysis as hydrocarbon source – indicating an initial Paleozoic formation of the St. Gallen
Fault Zone.“ This is in agreement with Heuberger et al. (2016), who postulate that the normal
faults of the St. Gallen Fault Zone offset the entire Mesozoic sedimentary cover by up to
300 m, and that the fault zone comprises ESE dipping normal faults with subsidiary,
subparallel apparent reverse faults in the hanging wall. Those faults have been reactivated
during the Mesozoic as normal faults. Recently, the St. Gallen Fault Zone is active in sinistral
strike-slip mode, favoured by its almost ideal fault orientation within the present-day stress
field (Heuberger et al., 2016).

1.1.4 Well “St. Gallen GT-1”
The well St. Gallen GT-1 reached 4450 m MD with four drill sections (23’’ to 8 ½’’ drill bits and
18 5/8’’ to 7’’ casing, last as perforated liner) in 2013 and has been temporarily shut-in after
the final results of the testing campaign (see development of the project) proved only a small
productivity for water, a high short-term productivity for natural gas, and a high seismic risk
(max. ML 3.5 in 07/2013).
The well has a four-barrier completion. A permanent packer (first barrier) locks in the gaswater reservoir below 3970 m MD (section four; open hole section with initially about 370 bar
formation pressure @ 145 degrees Celsius). A retrievable bridge plug within the cased part of
the well at about 3700 m MD forms the second barrier. The wellhead at the top of the well
seals off the structure towards the surface (third barrier). Conservation fluid (water with anticorrosives) fills up all cased hole-sections and is manually pressure monitored from surface at
the wellhead (0 bars wellhead pressure proven since shut-in in 2013 throughout today;
pressure readings and quality check of well from surface once a week). The schematic well
completion and stratigraphy is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic and stratigraphic view of the St. Gallen GT-1 well (Wolfgramm et al., 2015).

1.1.4.1 Instrumentation / completion
The area surrounding the well has been monitored with a micro-seismic network operated by
the (independent) Swiss Seismological Service (SED) since early 2012. In the beginning, the
network consisted of six three-component surface seismometers and one shallow (depth of
205 meters) three-component borehole station. Since 2014, the network has been reduced
to four surface stations (instead of six), but it is still online and functional with minimum
resolution above ML 1.0 and a 15 km radial alert region. Monitoring is planned to last at least
until the end of August, 2020.
The well itself is instrumented with non-remotely controlled manometers without data
storage device at the surface measuring the fluid pressure within the upper most cased holesections of the well as indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the St. Gallen GT-1 well with completion installed since Nov. 2013 (adapted from Bloch (2017))

1.1.5 Additional information of reservoir

PU



Short time productivity water

0.04 l/(s*bar) (approx. 6 l/s*150 bar)



Water chemistry

NaCl-type, approx. 16 g/l total dissolved solids (TDS)



Short time productivity gas

40 m3/(h*bar) (approx. 6000 Nm3/h*150 bar)



Gas composition

94% methane, 5% carbon dioxide, 1% nitrogen



Inflow

Inflow of gas and water through several fault zones



Seismic risk

Increased seismic risk while injecting in GT-1
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1.1.6 Project summary / timeline
Moeck et al. (2015) summarizes the project development as follows:


2007

Energy Concept 2050 of St. Gallen includes the geothermal project as one of its key
components



2008-2009

Feasibility study for deep geothermal utilization, focusing on hydrothermal
resources



2009-2010

3D seismic survey (270 km2 covered surface area around city of St. Gallen)



2010

Popular vote with 53% voter's participation and 82% advocacy for a CHF 76 Mio
credit for a geothermal project (realisation of doublet and combined power-heatplant)



2011-2012

Selection, preparation and construction of the drill site St. Gallen



2012

Installation and start of operation of local seismic monitoring of the St. Gallen region
together with Swiss Seismological Service (SED)



03.2013

Start of drilling with prioritized target horizon in the Malm Fm. in 3.8-4.2 km depth



07.2013

Penetration of target horizon with end of well in 4253 m TVD (4450 m MD)



06.07.2013

Penetration of target horizon with in-situ temperature of 145°C



8.-10.07.2013

Logging of target horizon



14.07.2013

Careful step-rate injection test in 15 steps



16.-19.07.2013 Cleaning of well including acidizing



19.07.2013

Gas kick (92% CH4), well control operation to overcome gas kick



20.07.2013

Seismic event of ML 3.5



24.07.2013

End of well control operation



08.2013

Decision for project continuation with a high feeling of solidarity from the public



09.2013

Fishing operation and cleaning the well including acidizing



10.2013

Well-Production test (drill stem test)



11.2013

Well shut-in and temporarily abandonment (“4-barrier conservation”)



05.2014

The project was stopped. The search for alternative uses of the well started.

1.1.7 Stress field
In Alber & Backers (2015) the stress field for the Malm Formation was modeled to apply the
relevant stress states in a simulation. A transpressive regime of SV ≈ SH was assumed from
literature. Based on the geologic situation a regime of S1 ≈ S2 >> S3 seems likely.
The vertical stress SV was estimated from the overburden and calculated using rock densities,
for which typical values for the present lithologies were taken. For this location SV gradients
of 25 to 25.5 MPa/km were calculated. At the depth of the Malm Formation SV is 98 MPa.
Lithological properties as well as Sh/SV ratios of 0.55 to 0.9 were determined from borehole
stress measurements in the nearby wells Schlattingen SLA-1 and Benken. The horizontal
stress ratio KH = SH/Sh is given as 1.3 to 2.0.
In St. Gallen, an injection test at 3810 m TVD in 2013 yielded a minimum horizontal stress
gradient of 12.2 MPa/km. For the Malm Formation at 3882 m depth Sh amounts to 49 to
62 MPa.
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A pore pressure gradient of 10 MPa/km (close to hydrostatic conditions) was measured at
3785 m TVD. As this is the only measurement, this gradient was assumed valid for the whole
model presented in this deliverable.
Maximum horizontal stress (SH) is the most difficult and least accurate to calculate.
Using an average friction coefficient µ of 1.0, a stress polygon was calculated to constrain the
possible values of SH. Because of seismic activity in the region, the stress state was assumed
to be near critical. Based on the assumption SH ≈ SV and limited by the stress polygon, SH in
the Malm Formation is estimated to 98 ± 10 MPa.
The maximum horizontal stress orientation was determined from literature as well as from
borehole breakouts. As shown by the World Stress Map Project data (Figure 4), the general
orientation in the molasse basin is N-S in the Eastern Alps to WNW-ESE in the Western Alps,
perpendicular to the overthrust front of the Alps (e.g. Reinecker et al., 2010; Kastrup et al.,
2004; Heidbach et al., 2008). At the St. Gallen location the direction determined from
borehole breakouts varies with depth as determined by evaluating the orientation of
borehole breakouts by Reinecker (2018). The results of his analysis, which has been
performed within S4CE are given in Table 1. The nearby wells Schlattingen and Benken also
yielded orientations around NNW. Other sources state orientations of 165° to 169°. At a
depth of 4,074 to 4,335 m MD the orientation deviates from NNW to NNE (Alber & Backers,
2015).
Focal mechanism solutions for earthquakes in the Central Alps presented by Kastrup et al.
(2004) indicated a strike slip to normal faulting stress regime for the region.

Table 1. Analysis of SH orientation based on borehole breakouts performed by Reinecker (2018).
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Interval, MD in m

Interval, TVD in m

SH- Azimuth

Deviation

10-940

10-940

152°9°

<5°

2,480-2,920

2,400-2,810

174°15°

20-23°

4,010-4,050

3,830-3,860

16°7°

20-22°

4,080-4,210

3,890-4,020

139°13°

12-18°

4,210-4,440

4,020-4,240

19°16°

10-15°
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Figure 4: Orientation of SH in the molasse basin. Data shown here is from the World Stress Map and trajectories derived from
it (Reinecker et al., 2010).
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1.1.8 Injection volume and recorded seismicity
From 14.07.2013 until the ML 3.5 earthquake felt on 20.07.2013, around 1240 m3 of fluid
were injected during the step-rate injection test, acid job, and well control measures. Taking
into account additional fluid losses of approx. 5 m3/h, the amount of fluids lost to the
formation adds up to approximately 1775 m3 within the first week after the start of the
injection test, as described in Wolfgramm (2014) and the according Appendix 2 (Field Test
Report). Figure 5 shows the distribution of the fluid volumes after the borehole treatments
have been carried out.
An injection test with 175 m3 of fresh water was carried out on 14.07.2013. The subsequent
acid job was carried out in two steps on 16.07.2013, with a total of 150 m3 acid and
215 m3 water injected. During the well stabilization measures approx. 600 m3 of water and
100 m3 of fluid with an increased density of 1.32 g/cm3 were injected into the borehole. A
generally applied fluid loss of 5m3/h results in a fluid volume of 535 m3. An exact sequence of
the grouting measures is described in Wolfgramm (2014) and his Appendix 2 (Field Test
Report).

Figure 5: Relative distribution of injected borehole fluids into the well St. Gallen GT-1.

Seismic activity up to M = 1 was already measured during the injection test and the acid job.
Following the occurrence of the gas kick on 19.07.2013 and the countermeasures introduced
to suppress the gas kick, an increase in seismicity was observed on 20.07.2013, which resulted
in the M = 3.5 earthquake. The gas inflow occurred during an aseismic period and did not lead
to an increase in seismicity. It should be noted that it was only through the countermeasures
introduced handling the gas kick that seismic activity increased (Wolfgramm, 2014).
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Figure 6. Presentation of the sequence of injection measures in the well St. Gallen GT-1 starting from 14.07.2013 (day 0) until 20.07.2013 (day 7). Pressure responses and seismic events are also
shown.

1.1.9 Historical seismicity
Over the past 500 years, the region around St. Gallen repeatedly experienced seismicity,
although not along the fault in the target region. The closest seismic event was an earthquake
in 1987 with a magnitude of ML 3.2 located near Abtwil SG, WNW of St. Gallen (Wiemer et al.,
2017). The distance between the epicentre of the 1987 earthquake and the 2013 St. Gallen
earthquake is about 2 km. A normal faulting regime was observed at the 1987 earthquake
(Moeck et al., 2015). Due to the lack of recent seismic activity, the public utility company of
St. Gallen (project operator St.Galler Stadtwerke) concluded that the fault zone is hardly
seismically active (Wiemer et al., 2017). However, during the step-rate injection test,
12 micro-earthquakes were detected with magnitudes ML <= 0.9, followed by seismic events
in vicinity of the injection with magnitudes ML <= 1.2 during the acidization, and further
increasing seismicity with the ML 3.5 event during the well control operation after the gas
kick. The focal mechanism of the main event indicates a strike-slip faulting regime with the
maximum principal stress oriented NNW-SSE. Diehl et al. (2017) relocated the seismicity
around the St. Gallen site and concluded that the majority of earthquakes (more than
800 events in 2013) is „[...] located in the pre-Mesozoic basement, likely within a PCT below
the targeted hydrothermal aquifer.“ This supports the possibility that the gas migrated
upward from the PCT (Zbinden et al., 2018)

1.1.10 Induced seismicity
Diehl et al. (2017) analyzed the sequence of seismic events that occurred close to the city of
St. Gallen and the related 340 events to be induced by the reservoir stimulations and wellcontrol procedures following the gas-kick. Diehl et al. (2017) state that the majority of the
seismicity occurred in the pre-Mesozoic basement, hundreds of meters below the borehole
and the targeted Mesozoic sequence, and propose that a direct hydraulic connection exists
between the borehole and the reactivated fault. It is interesting to note that a hydraulic
connection from the well to the basements is postulated but no seismicity occurred along this
hypothesized fluid path. The locations taken from Diehl et al. (2017) have been used to
compare the numerical results against the induced seismicity without further questioning the
correctness of the data, which is beyond the scope of this deliverable. Most of the seismic
events are located on a southern fault segment of the St. Gallen Fault Zone and occurred
during injection tests. They reached only very low magnitudes. The main event is also
localized on the same southern fault segment.

Deliverable D5.5

Figure 7. Overview concerning the modeled rock domains in relation to the observed seismicity (locations taken from Diehl et al.
2017). Black triangles = injection, purple triangles = acid jobs, grey triangles = well control, red triangle = main event.

1.1.10.1

Empirical relationships to estimate Moment magnitudes from injected
fluid volumes

McGarr (1976) determined the seismic moment M0 in Nm from the volume change in the
subsurface according to
∑ 𝑀𝑜 = 𝐾𝐺|ΔV|
where K is a factor close to 1, G is the shear modulus in N/m2 and ΔV is the volume change in
m3. The seismic moment can then be estimated as follows (Hallo, 2012):
2
𝑀𝑤 = (𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀0 − 9.1)
3
However, as Hallo et al. (2012) state, the moment magnitude according to McGarr (1976) is a
maximum value estimate, since the volume change is due to purely seismic failure. Aseismic
volume changes are not considered.
According to McGarr (1976), the above-mentioned fluid quantities would result in maximum
moment magnitudes of 2.9 (1240 m3) and 3.0 (1775 m3) at K = 1 and G = 20 GPa. The slipped
area can then be estimated by means of the injected volume and the assumption of a crack
opening width. The area can then be used to estimate the moment magnitude according to
Wells and Coppersmith (1994). Wells and Coppersmith (1994) give an empirical correlation
between the moment magnitude and the failure area:
𝑀𝑤 = 4.07 + 0.98 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐴
where A is the reactivated area. For an opening width of 0.01 m and injection volumes of
1240 m3 and 1775 m3, fault segments of 0.124 km2 or 0.1775 km2 result, respectively. These
areas in turn result in a moment magnitude of about 3.2 (1240 m3) and 3.3 (1775 m3).
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Both estimates of the magnitudes yield conservative estimates that give an insight into the
maximum moment magnitudes to be expected and are consistent with the occurred, projectrelated earthquake of magnitude 3.5 close to the St.Gallen field site.

1.2 Deliverable objectives
Within the S4CE project, deliverable D5.5 seeks to use the existing data from the St. Gallen
geothermal project and validate the fluid migration path that can be expected due to the
recorded seismicity with numerical models. The deliverable aims at finding the reasons for
the seismicity that occurred at the geothermal drill site St. Gallen in order to better
understand and confine the risk for future energy related operations in the sub-surface.
By implementing an improved version of the proprietary software roxol (based on the
eXtended Finite Element Method, XFEM), S4CE partner geomecon will compare the effect of
a poroelastic stress transfer through the formation and the effect of a fast pore pressure
transfer through newly created or existing fractures. Both effects can contribute to the
reactivation of distal faults from the injection point and thereby trigger induced seismicity.
The large-scale simulations will be fully hydro-mechanically coupled, taking advantage of the
advanced computing and modelling capabilities of COMSOL Multiphysics (based on the Finite
Element Method). Data from field sites, in particular from St. Gallen, will be used for
validation, within the tasks completed with Work Package 7 (WP7).
The mechanisms which induced the seismic events in the course of the hydraulic treatment
in the St. Gallen GT-1 geothermal well in summer 2013 have not yet been sufficiently clarified
and stand out statistically on a global scale (SED, 2013; Figure 8).

Figure 8. Comparison of injected volume versus magnitude for different geothermal projects world-wide. St.Gallen seems to
show an unexpectedly high magnitude with respect to the injected volume in comparison to other geothermal projects (SED
2013).
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A direct relationship between the geothermal operations and the seismicity is discussed due
to the spatial and temporal relationship between drilling, injection and seismic events. An
injection test, an acid job and countermeasures to a gas kick were carried out, in the course
of which seismic events occurred along two NNE-SSW-trending, drilling-related fault zones of
the St. Gallen Fault Zone. The seismic events of low magnitude occurred simultaneously with
the hydraulic measures. The seismic events of larger magnitude (up to ML 3.5) occurred with
and after the well control measures.
In this report, numerical simulations are carried out to identify possible trigger mechanisms
for the seismic events. For this purpose, an existing subsurface model of the St. Gallen
geothermal project was used and extended to accommodate the high pressure PermoCarbonifereous Trough. The subsurface model is based on an interpreted 3D seismic survey
and contains all relevant fault zones and formation boundaries. The numerical model was
created in COMSOL Multiphysics.
The subsurface is modeled poroelastically, i.e., there is a full coupling between the linear
elastic material behavior of the solid part of the rock and the fluid flow of water in the pores
of the rock. Fault zones are assumed to be thin, elastic layers, which decouple the hanging
wall from the foot wall and enable relative movements along the fault zones. Furthermore,
the fault zones show increased permeability and porosity respective to the surrounding rock.
Rock mechanical parameters were determined on plugs and analog material from St.Gallen
GT-1 well and used for the models.
Fracture zones observed in logs connect the faults to the borehole and have a pressuredependent permeability. The change in permeability brought about by injection and the acid
jobs is correspondingly modeled by means of a variable permeability. Furthermore, hydraulic
properties of the fault zones (permeability, porosity, opening width) are changed dynamically
for areas in which a critical reactivation potential has been exceeded.
Fluids are injected via a line source along the open-hole section of the well. The fluid
quantities correspond to the volumes that were injected during the tests and well control
measures.

2 Methodological approach
Induced seismicity is initiated by locally exceeding the strength of a structural element, e.g.,
a fault, in the subsurface and it is measurable by the discrete displacement on the structural
element. The magnitude of the induced seismicity appears to be in direct correlation with the
magnitude of the failed area of the structural element (e.g., Wells and Coppersmith 1994) or
the injected fluid volume (McGarr 2014, see above). Failure usually occurs spatially localized
(epicenter, local scale). The structural element on which failure occurs should however be
supra-regional. The failure does thus not have to cover the entire structural element. A
quantification of the possible failure area is therefore of interest.
Since induced seismicity is usually associated with fluid injections, failure is generally
explained by the principle of effective stresses, whereby an increase in pore pressure locally
reduces the stresses and locally moves the structural element from a non-critical to a critical
state (e.g., Zoback 2007). Induced seismicity in this context is usually related to an event
horizon which depends on hydraulic rock properties (Shapiro 2015). This means that an event
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is triggered when a structural element is detected by a critical fluid pressure at time t. Events
outside the event horizons cannot be determined using this approach.
However, the superposition of the pore pressure as mentioned above neglects the influence
exerted by the compressed fluid on the grain structure via the pore space. These effects are
considered in the theory of poroelasticity. Rahner (2012) showed changes in the effective
stresses outside the hydraulic event horizon using numerical simulations. These changes
result from the volumetric expansion of the pore space due to increasing fluid pressure. They
represent a possible source for the reactivation of structural elements outside the hydraulic
event horizon in a poroelastic medium. Among others, Goebel and Brodsky (2019) showed
that the seismicity induced in Oklahoma, USA, can be explained by such a poroelastic stress
transfer over distances of 10 km. The work of Rahner (op. cit.) was continued by Backers et
al. (2013) to investigate the reactivation of potential fault segments by poroelastic effects.
Hence, the question arises whether poroelastic stress transfer or a fast fluid transport caused
the seismicity in St. Gallen. A conceptual visualization of the poroelastic and the hydraulic
horizon is given in Figure 9. In the following the methods are briefly described.

Figure 9. Hydraulic versus poroelastic horizon for the reactivation of a fault. The poroelastic horizon might induce seismicity on
a critically oriented fault earlier than a pore pressure front that is slowly diffusing through the rock domain. The yellow star
identifies the occurrence of a seismic event.
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2.1 Scenario A: Poroelastic stress transfer
Poroelastic stress transfer is the transfer of stresses generated by the injection or extraction
of fluid in one region to another, more distal, region without the necessity of pore pressure
change in the distal region. Due to this circumstance, the poroelastic stress transfer sets itself
apart from the concept of effective stresses which requires a pore pressure change in the
distal region to affect the stresses.
The poroelastic stress transfer can be described by a point source embedded in a twodimensional space subjected to a differential stress field with S1 > S3 as shown in Figure 10.
The injection of the fluid changes the stress field outside the pore pressure front due to the
stresses transferred through the solid framework of the rock. This stress transfer is almost
instantaneous in comparison to the diffusion of the pore pressure front through the rock. The
poroelastic stress transfer might increase both S1 and S3 in different areas (Figure 10). The
changes in S1 and/or S3 might move the faults inside the rock mass closer to failure as
indicated by the Mohr-Coulomb circles in Figure 10. Further details on the theory of
poroelasticity can be found in Altmann (2010), Rahner (2012) or Shapiro (2015). Meier and
Backers (2017) as well as Göbels et al (2018) present possible cases of poroelastically-induced
seismicity.

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the principle of poroealstic stress transfer and the according changes in stress that could
lead to induced seismicity in areas that are not yet affected by fluid pressures changes due to injection or depletion.

2.2 Scenario B: Fast fluid transfer
Fast transfer of water is the scenario rivalling poroelastic stress transfer as the trigger for the
induced seismicity in St. Gallen. In contrast to the poroelastic stress transfer hypothesis, the
fast fluid transfer hypothesis is based on the direct hydraulic connection of the injection well
and the PCT, causing a fast fluid pressure transport from the injection well to the PCT. This
has been indicated by Wolfgramm et al. (2015) based on the detected inflow zones along the
wellbore, the drill cuttings which showed transparent calcites and Thorium anomalies
connection between the borehole and the layers underlying the Malm reservoir.
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Should the pore pressure have been transported directly, the principles of effective stresses
caused the induced seismicity. Due to the increase in pore pressure the effective stresses
defined as the total stresses minus the pore pressure, bring the rock closer to failure as
indicated by the horizontal translation of the Mohr-circle in Figure 11. In case the Mohr-circle
touches the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelop (red line in Figure 11) the fault has failed.

Figure 11. Schematic representation of the principle of effective stresses and the reduction in normal stress due to injection of a
fluid with pressure p that moves the Mohr-Circle closer to failure.

2.3 Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
In all scenarios considered above, we used the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Such criterion
is explained in the following. The most widely used failure criterion is that of Coulomb (1773),
which postulates that failure will occur along a plane due to the shear stress 𝜏 acting along
that plane if the following condition is satisfied:
|𝜏| = 𝐶𝑜 + 𝜇 ∙ 𝜎𝑛,𝑒𝑓𝑓

(9)

The parameter CO is known as the cohesion (Pa). The parameter μ is known as the coefficient
of friction (unitless). σn,eff is the effective stress normal to the plane (Jaeger et al. 2007). In
case of faults or fractures the cohesion is usually neglected, reducing the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion to
|𝜏| = 𝜇 ∙ 𝜎𝑛,𝑒𝑓𝑓

(10)

which can be further rewritten as a slip or reactivation potential RP (see for example Moeck
et al. 2009) by
𝑅𝑃 = 𝜎

|𝜏|

𝑛,𝑒𝑓𝑓

= 𝜇.

(11)

For RP > µ the fault is reactivated, i.e. it slips; for RP < µ the fault remains stable and does not
slip.
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To better illustrate fault segments that have been destabilized during injection, we
discriminate between a relative and an absolute reactivation potential. The relative
reactivation potential ΔRP is defined as the RP during injection minus RP prior to injection.
The absolute RP is defined as the ΞRP during injection minus the maximum RP prior to
injection observed on all fault segments. ΔRP and ΞRP can be used to quantify the area that
has been reactivated and to correlate the reactivated area with the magnitude by empirical
correlations (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994, Chapter 1.1.10.1).
In the following, the numerical implementation of the failure process is explained.
The fault zones have been modelled as thin elastic layers. This has the advantage of modelling
thin layers in otherwise large domains by representing them as elements of lower order. On
an interior boundary, the thin elastic layer decouples the displacements between the two
sides of the boundary. The two boundaries are then connected by elastic and viscous forces
of equal size but opposite directions, proportional to the relative displacements and
velocities.1
The stress concentrations at the tip of the fault are considerably increased in case of
reactivation, which might cause a neighbouring segment to slip. In order to avoid
computational errors and support the modelling of fractures by thin elastic layers, the stress
field at a reactivated fault segment of 10 m length has been modelled and compared to
analytical solutions.
Figure 12 shows that there is a very good match between the analytical solution and the taken
numerical approach for Mode I (tension) and shear (Mode II) loading of a fracture. Opening
of a fracture under Mode I loading results in a significant reduction of the stress at the tip in
a direction perpendicular to the fracture (Syy) and a minor reduction in the direction parallel
to the fracture tip (Sxx). In case the fracture is exposed to a shear loading (Mode II), tensile
stresses are also created in opposing quadrants of the fractures that eventually lead to the
initiation of “wing” fractures.

1

COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS blog. https://www.comsol.com/blogs/structural-analysis-with-thin-elastic-layers/
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Figure 12. Comparison of the stress in x (horizontal), y (vertical) and xy (shear) direction between analytical and numerical results
for a fracture loaded under tension (Mode I) and shear (Mode II). The color has been set to identical values in each subfigure for
better comparison.

When a fault segment has been reactivated, i.e., the reactivation potential exceeds a certain
value, the spring stiffness is permanently reduced in the fault zone tangential direction so that
slip movements along the faults are possible. This reduction in the spring stiffness alters the
stress field in the neighbouring rock (compare Figure 12) and might therefore reactivate
adjacent fault segments. This process might - in addition to the diffusion of the pore pressure
- be responsible for the continuation of seismicity after shut-in of the well.

2.4 Poroelasticity
The injection of fluid was modelled numerically with the software package COMSOL
Multiphysics by means of the Finite Element Method (FEM). The “Subsurface flow” module
and specifically the built-in interface for fracture flow was used for our simulations.
FEM is a widely established numerical method for solving problems in engineering and
mathematical physics. These problems are generally described by partial differential
equations, which are derived from conservation laws of physics such as conservation of mass,
energy or momentum. To solve the problem, it subdivides the problem domain into smaller,
simpler finite elements. The simple equations that model these finite elements are then
assembled into a larger system of equations that models the entire problem domain. FEM
then uses variational methods from the calculus of variations to approximate a solution by
minimizing an associated error function. The approximation is achieved by discretizing the
partial differential equations which can then be solved using numerical methods.
COMSOL Multiphysics contains a set of verified and tested partial differential equations for
poroelasticity, giving confidence to the analyses performed. However, as any numerical
method, the FEM is only an approximation of the real situation. Model building and model
assumptions cannot precisely reflect in-situ conditions. Convergence studies with increasing
mesh refinement need to be performed to evaluate the error between different mesh sizes.
The COMSOL Multiphysics formulation uses Biot’s poroelasticity (1962), combining solutions
for Darcy flow for a saturated porous medium with linear elasticity. Fracture flow is modelled
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by solving for pressure changes along 2D interfaces representing the fracture network. These
are coupled to the surrounding 3D matrix and solved using a 2D approximation for the
deformation of a plane. Fracture flow through the 3D matrix considers tangential derivations
to define the flow along lines representing the fractures.

2.5 Fracture mechanics modelling
To simulate the crack genesis, evolution of a fracture network and the hydraulic changes
within our area of interest, we use a numerical 2D model designed with the XFEM software
roxolTM,2, an inhouse software development of geomecon GmbH. XFEM is a numerical tool
allowing the intersection of a finite element mesh by discontinuities, i.e. fractures, by
assuming an a-priori knowledge of the fracture. The numerical method does not require mesh
refinement and is therefore mesh independent.
The software is specifically developed to model fracture growth, propagation and coalescence
in rock formations based on fracture mechanic principles. The development started in
2010 and is consequently based on an open software architecture and latest software
development and quality standards. This ensures easy and safe extension of the code in
upcoming developments, while offering downwards compatibility of projects.
Recently, the software was used to investigate fracture network growth and coalescence on
laboratory scale as well as for geotechnical applications (e.g., Rabbel et al., in press).
The software allows us to model the different formations with their different mechanical and
hydraulic material parameters. Thus, using this proprietary software, we can simulate the
influence of impermeable layers, stiff and soft materials and different conditions for crack
initiation and propagation. Fracture propagation is implemented as quasi-static, using a
combination of Griffith theory for tensile failure, and a Mohr-Coulomb criterion for shear
failure. This allows to use reliable tensile and shear strength parameters that are given.
The stresses at the crack tip are evaluated in a semicircle around the crack tip, and in case
tensile or shear strength are exceeded at one or more points on the semicircle, the crack
grows in the direction of the most critical stress value, i.e. the value that exceeds the strength
value by the largest amount. The hydraulic behavior is also simulated quasi static, where for
each simulation step the pore pressure is calculated for the whole domain.

3 Summary of activities and research findings
The following chapter summarizes the activities conducted to achieve deliverable 5.5 and
discusses the research findings.

3.1 Summary of activities
The first part of this section deals with the general input for the conducted modelling, e.g
subsurface models, stress field and material properties. The second part deals with the model
setup for the poroelastic stress transfer modelling, and the third part deals with the model
setup for the fast fluid transport modelling.

2

For more information on the software package visit roxol.de.
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3.1.1 Subsurface model
The structural model is based on a section of interpreted 3D seismic survey (provided by Mr.
Peter Kuhn, PROSEIS AG, on behalf of the St.Galler Stadtwerke), which was transferred to the
finite element COMSOL Multiphysics software package. The model covers an area of
6.71 km2 (2,540 x 2,640 m) and a depth of 7,000 m measured from NN. The elevated surface
topography at the site is taken into account. Furthermore, the deflected drill path, all fault
zones and formations in the Mesozoic relevant for the simulation are integrated as shown in
Figure 13. Older and younger formations are summarized for simplification. In addition, the
PCT was implemented to accommodate an over-pressurized gas volume.
From this large-scale subsurface model (Figure 13A), a smaller model was extracted to
simulate the time-dependent injections as shown in 0 B. Furthermore, a 2D representation
was cut out in the center of the 3D small-scale model as shown in Figure 13C. For the
investigation of the fast fluid transport, a third small-scale, simplified subsurface model was
prepared as shown in Figure 13E.

Figure 13. A) Large-scale subsurface model, B) small-scale sub-model, C) 2D cross section of small-scale sub-model, D) faults in
the small-scale sub-model, and E) simplified sub-model for the fracture mechanics simulations of the St. Gallen site.

3.1.2 Stress field
The stress field has been implemented as shown in Figure 14. The PCT is over-pressurized by
15 MPa above hydrostatic conditions. Hence, the effective stresses are significantly reduced.
The Muschelkalk acts as a seal. The Malm Formation, Dogger, Muschelkalk and PCT have a
reduced minimum horizontal stress according to our stress field determination stated in
Section 1.1.8.
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Figure 14. Stress field in the small-scale sub model showing a transition from Normal to Strike-Slip faulting regime in the Malm
Formation, Dogger and Muschelkalk. In the PCT we observe a Normal Faulting stress regime due to the high over-pressurization.
The dashed purple line indicates the extend of the different numerical domains, which are from top to bottom: Miocene, Malm,
Dogger, Muschelkalk, PCT, and crystalline.

3.1.3 Material properties for the sub-model
The material properties presented in the table below have been used for implementing the
numerical modelling with COMSOL Multiphysics.
Layer

Young’s
Poissons
modulus (GPa) ratio (1)

Density
(kg/m3)

Porosity
(%)

Permeability
(mD)

Miocene

35

0.25

2400

0.1

0.5

Malm/Dogger

30

0.25

2600

0.1

0.0025

Muschelkalk

30

0.25

2500

0.01

1e-10

PCT

30

0.25

2400

0.1

0.5

Crystalline

35

0.25

2700

0.1

0.5

3.1.4 Model setup for the poroelastic stress transfer
3.1.4.1 Boundary conditions
We ascribed a stress field as presented in Figure 14. The outer vertical and the lower
horizontal boundaries are roller boundaries, that allow only for boundary parallel
movements. The top horizontal boundary has a vertical load of 80 MPa. The pore pressure
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shows an overpressure of 15 MPa in the PCT which is confined by the low permeable
Muschelkalk and decays with depth in the crystalline basement.

3.1.4.2 Mesh
The mesh consists of 320.604 elements with an average quality of 0.4. The mesh is refined
along the fault zones to simulate the reactivation process with accuracy. The remaining mesh
is coarser.

3.1.4.3 Solver settings
In a stationary study, the subsurface model was calculated to derive the stress and pore
pressure field for the smaller model. In a subsequent time-dependent study, the injection was
simulated for the smaller model.

3.1.5 Model setups for the fast fluid transport modelling
The fast fluid transport has been verified by additional fracture mechanics simulations, which
are described in the following.

3.1.5.1 Fracture mechanic modelling
The 2-D subsurface model for fracture mechanical modelling is a rectangle with a length of
400 m and a height of 800 m, in accordance with the structural sub-surface model described
in Section 3.1.2. This represents a simplified NW-SE cross section.
The borehole is modelled as an oblique rectangle with a length of approximated 105 m and a
thickness/diameter of 2 m. The 2 m thickness of the borehole has been chosen out of
geometrical reasons. It is however believed that the borehole size does not significantly
change the stress conditions in the numerical model, even though the borehole has an actual
diameter of 21 cm.
The model is divided into four different layers, representing the overlaying sediments,
Malm/Dogger, Muschelkalk and the PCT (Figure 15). A number of preexisting cracks (length 5
± 1 m) is placed in a vertical line starting below the borehole into the PCT. This hypothesis is
based on the inflow zones detected during well logging and the occurrence of transparent
calcites (Wolfgram et al., 2015).
The material parameters of each layer differ in Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio (Table 2),
while tensile and shear strength were chosen conservatively for all layers the same with
15 MPa and 45 MPa, respectively. The permeability of the cracks was 100 mD, while the
permeability of the materials was 0.5 mD, except for the Muschelkalk, where the permeability
was 2.5e-6 mD. The elastic parameters have been taken from the 3D subsurface model to
maintain consistency throughout the simulation.
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Table 2. Young’s modulus and Poissons ratio for different modeled layers

Layer

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Poissons ratio (1)

Miocene

35

0.35

Malm/Dogger

30

0.25

Muschelkalk

30

0.2

PCT

30

0.4

Figure 15. 2-D model with 4 different layers, borehole and preexisting cracks

The mechanical boundary conditions are shown in Figure 16: the lower boundary was not
allowed to move in vertical direction, while the left boundary was not allowed to move in
horizontal direction. On the upper boundary, the vertical load (taken from the 3D modelling)
was applied, while the right boundary was separated into four parts, so that each layer could
have a different horizontal load. The borehole has either 0 or 46 MPa pressure, mimicking the
applied pressure conditions during injection, acid jobs and well control. The hydraulic
boundary conditions are shown in Figure 17. While the right and left boundary have permitted
fluid flow the upper and lower boundary have pore pressures of 33 MPa (upper) and 55 MPa
(lower). The borehole has either a pore pressure of 46 MPa, when stimulation is simulated,
or a permitted fluid flow during the stationary phases.
The mesh has a fineness of 1 m in the area of the borehole and below. In the other area the
mesh is much coarser to reduce calculation time (Figure 18).
The stimulation process was simulated in six different phases to mimic the actual injection,
acid job and well control measures:
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1. No mechanical load and hydraulic pressure in the borehole, to show stability of the
geomechanical system under in situ conditions
2. First stimulation with mechanical load and hydraulic pressure of 46 MPa in the
borehole according to injection phase
3. First stationary phase with no mechanical and hydraulic load in the borehole
representing the time between injection test and acid job
4. Second stimulation with mechanical load and hydraulic pressure of 46 MPa in the
borehole according to acid job phase
5. Second stationary phase with no mechanical load and hydraulic pressure in the
borehole representing the time between acid job and gas kick
6. recoding of pressure in the borehole.
The simulation of the well control measures was skipped here and will be considered in the
next simulation.

Figure 16. Mechanical boundary conditions and loads
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Figure 17. Hydraulic boundary conditions

Figure 18. Used mesh for roxol simulations.

3.1.5.2 Poroelastic modelling
The model set up is identical to the setup described for the poroelastic stress transfer
(Scenario A). However, a fracture has been implemented based on the fracture mechanics
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modelling, which connects the borehole with the PCT. The fracture has been ascribed a
pressure-dependent aperture and an aperture dependent permeability law.

3.2 Research findings
3.2.1 Scenario A: Poroelastic stress transfer
The simulation investigating the effect of a poroelastic stress transfer shows no indication of
induced seismicity in the PCT below the well. In the contrary, changes in the reactivation
potential occur mostly close to the well on the fault segments of the Malm Formation, where
no seismicity has been recognized. Figure 19 to Figure 21 show the changes in normal, shear
and reactivation potential, respectively, at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred.
Clearly, all changes in stress are obtained at distances of 100 to 200 m around the well.
The changes in pore pressure on the faults are insignificant as indicated in Figure 19 to Figure
21 by the almost horizontal pore pressure contours. Hence, the changes in stress are related
to a poroelastic, albeit small, stress transfer with changes in the order of kPa.
The small changes in the reactivation potential induced by the poroelastic stress transfer
indicate that the mid to upper part for the St. Gallen Fault Zones are not as critically stressed
as believed.

Figure 19. Change in normal stress on the fault segments at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred.
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Figure 20. Change in shear stress on the fault segments at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred.

Figure 21. Change in reactivation potential at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred.
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The modelled pore pressure development shows an overall good trend to the measured pore
pressure, as shown in Figure 22. We do observe strong drops in the modelled pressures after
each injection, similarly to the pressures measured in the field. However, looking closer at the
injection test, in our numerical solutions we do observe a linear increase of the modelled
injection pressure while the measured injection pressure shows a highly non-linear injection
pressure. The strong pressure peak during the gas kick, i.e., starting from 4.25e5 s, could also
not be modelled using this geomechanical system behaviour. These two differences in the
modelled pressure response further support the observation that the fluid flow in the
reservoir is due to a fracture system that opens - similar to a valve at a certain pressure - and
dominates the fluid flow in the reservoir.

Figure 22. Numerical and measured pore pressure development as a function of time.

Finally, we can quantify the change in the reactivation potential on the fault segments that
increased, i.e., that is potentially destabilized (red color in Figure 21), to get an idea about
how much of the fault has been reactivated and at which time. By employing an arbitrary
threshold value of 0.00015, the relative change in the reactivation potential ΔRP defined as
the RP during injection minus RP prior to injection larger than 0.00015, the area can be
quantified. Furthermore, the absolute RP can be defined as the RP during injection minus the
maximum RP prior to injection. Figure 23 shows the areas affected by the relative and
absolute change in RP. Approximately 2000 m2 close to the geothermal well are reactivated
close to the end of the well control phase and in good spatial relationship to the maximum
magnitude event. However, as indicated in Figure 21 the location of the reactivated area does
not correspond to the location of the main event as given by Diehl et al. (2017).
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Figure 23. Fault zone areas that show increases in absolute and relative reactivation potentials versus time. Only at the end of
the simulation, e.g. where the 3.5 ML event occurred, and increase in the relative reactivated fault area is visible and amounts
up to 0.002 km2.

3.2.2 Scenario B: Fast fluid transport
The simulations investigating the effect of a fast fluid transport that might have induced the
seismicity are separated into two parts. The first part is about a fracture network simulation
using the inhouse software package roxol. The second part is based on the outcome of this
simulation and can be regarded as an extension of the previous simulation conducted to
investigate the influence of the poroelastic stress transfer.

3.2.2.1 Fracture network simulations
The simulations followed the onsite stimulation procedure and indicate a fracture growth and
coalescence of pre-existing fractures from the Muschelkalk/PCT upwards to the injection
borehole. The fracture growth depends on the pressure conditions within the borehole, i.e.,
fractures propagate and coalescence in case fluid is injected while the fractures remain stable
under in-situ conditions.
During the first phase, no additional mechanical load or hydraulic pressure is applied on the
borehole walls. During that phase, the whole geomechanical system is stable and the
fractures do not propagate, independent of the formation (Figure 24A). Applying a pressure
of 46 MPa during the second phase on the borehole wall leads to fracture propagation within
the Muschelkalk while cracks within the other formations show no propagation (Figure 24B).
Once the fractures in the Muschelkalk have propagated, they become unstable, so that in the
third phase, where the pressure in the borehole is reduced to zero, they commence to
propagate until they reach the borders to the surrounding layers (Malm/Dogger and PCT).
The PCT is not penetrated by the fractures, since the crack propagation stops shortly before
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and the Malm Formation/Dogger boundary is penetrated before the propagation ends (Figure
24C). In the fourth phase, the pressure in the borehole is increased again, which leads to a
fracture growth into the PCT (Figure 24D). By reaching the PCT the pore pressure that was
restricted by the Muschelkalk spreads out into the Malm Formation /Dogger along the newly
created fracture pathway. In the fifth phase, the pressure in the borehole is decreased to zero,
however, the fracture propagate upwards and with it the pore pressure until they reach the
borehole (Figure 24E and F). The propagation and coalescence of the fracture lead to a
fracture network that connects the over-pressured PCT with the remaining formations.
At this point the gas kicks in, visible in a higher pore pressure at the borehole.
The outcome of these simulations supports the likelihood of a connection from the PCT to the
well, as suggested by Wolfgram et al. (2015). Furthermore, the simulations present a pathway
for a fluid/pressure transport from the well to the reservoir and vice versa underlining the
high probability of seismicity that was induced by the well control measures instead of a
poroelastic stress transfer.

Figure 24. Crack propagation for different applied borehole pressures: A) starting condition with no pressure; B) first pressure
phase; C) first phase without pressure; D) second phase pressure phase; E) second phase without pressure, no crack connection
between PCT and borehole; F) second phase without pressure, connection between PCT and borehole

3.2.2.2 Induced seismicity
Based on the fracture network simulations discussed in Section 3.2.2.1, the COMSOL
Multiphysics model previously used for the evaluation of the poroelastic stress transfer was
extended to accommodate a fracture that connects the borehole with the PCT. The fracture
intersects the borehole at the position where the inflow zones have been mentioned and
extends down to the location of the seismic cloud. In this regard, the fast fluid transport can
be investigated and compared to the results of the previous study on the poroelastic stress
transfer.
Figure 25, Figure 25 and Figure 27 show the change in normal and shear stress after well
control measures have been applied, i.e., at the end of the simulations. Clearly, a fast fluid
transport along the fracture (transparent) led to changes in the stress field in the region where
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the seismic cloud is located. Based on the changes in the shear and normal stress, the
reactivation potential can be calculated. Figure 27 shows the relative change in the
reactivation potential and indicates that particularly the area where the seismic cloud is
located becomes destabilized. As explained in Chapter 2.3 each reactivated fault segment has
been ascribed a low shear stiffness, which might lead to a reactivation of the neighbouring
fault segment. This led to an upward movement of the reactivated area into overlaying strata
where seismicity has not been recorded. Also, the modelled pore pressure changes in the well
do not correspond to the measured pore pressure. Particularly, the pressure drop after each
injection remains too high as shown in Figure 28.
However, there seems to be very good correlation between the induced seismicity and the
modelled reactivated area where the RP has been increased as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 25. Change in normal stress on the fault segments at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred.
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Figure 26. Change in shear stress on the fault segments at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred.

Figure 27. Change in RP on the fault segments at the time step where the 3.5 ML event occurred. Red area indicates destabilized
areas while green represents stable fault segments.
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Figure 28. Numerical and measured pore pressure (bar) development with time (s).

Figure 29. Change in reactivation potentials versus time and measured seismic event magnitude.
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Empirical relations between rupture areas of an earthquake and the corresponding
magnitude can be used to link the numerical results to magnitudes. Wells and Coppersmith
(1994) studied earthquakes world-wide and derived an empirical relationship between
magnitude M and rupture are given by
M = 4.07 + 0.98 log(A)
In this equation, A is the area in km2. Inserting the maximum reactivated area of 0.53 km2 as
shown for the delta RP in Figure 29 yields a magnitude of approx. 3.76, which is in good
agreement with the maximum seismic moment of 3.5 ML.

4 Conclusions and future steps
The conducted work shows that only a fast fluid transport into the Permo-Carboniferous
Trough (PCT) provides an explanation to the observed seismicity in vicinity of the St. Gallen
field site in 2013. The fast fluid transport could be due to a fracture network that has been
observed while drilling and testing the well (Wolfgramm et al. 2015). Our numerical modelling
with roxol also provides indications that this fracture network can be reactivated and that the
network coalescences during the injections prior to the main seismic event, so that a fast fluid
transport along this fracture network is possible.
The conducted numerical simulations with COMSOL Multiphysics also show how the pressure
can be transmitted from the injection well to the PCT via a fracture. The change in pressure
also induces changes in shear and normal stress on the faults within the PCT and causes small
fault segments to fail, i.e., the reactivation potential during injection exceeds the reactivation
potential prior to injection.
The accumulated area of failed fault segments can be quantified and correlated to seismic
events by means of empirical relations (e.g. Coppersmith & Wells, 1994) yielding maximum
magnitudes of approx. 3.76 which is in agreement to the observed 3.5ML earthquake.
Our results also indicate that the fault zones in the Malm and Dogger Formations are not as
critically stressed as previously expected (Alber and Backers, 2015). A future step would hence
be to use the opening pressure of the fracture zone as an indicator for the horizontal stresses
since the implemented fracture is almost vertical. This reevaluated stress field can than be
used as an additional indicator for the stress field. With the updated stress field, the
simulations can be repeated to investigate the sensitivity of the modelling results to the new
derived stress field.
The work conducted within S4CE for the deliverable D5.5 “Validation of model for fluid
migration against field site data” indicates the importance of geomechanical modelling. The
modelling of the geomechanical system behavior during injection should be performed prior
to and after completion of the well so that the subsurface modell can be varified or extended
with additional well information. Only then induced seismicity can be understood and
effectively prevented, or at least reduced to a minimum so that the safe extraction of
geothermal energy can be part of the energy mix of the future.
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